The Windows 10 Accelerator Program is an end-to-end ecosystem that solves your deployment and maintenance challenges.
IT pros are under intense pressure to make the move to Windows 10 happen fast. Deploying a new OS to tens of thousands of endpoints can be slow, expensive and time-consuming. Yet, the actual deployment is just one of many high-stakes challenges you face.

The Adaptiva Windows 10 Accelerator Program assembles best-in-class technology, tools, and training from Microsoft, the SCCM community, and Adaptiva into an end-to-end ecosystem.

**Easy Infrastructure**
To reduce costs, you need a lightweight infrastructure that speeds Windows 10 software delivery, remote installation/upgrade, and retention of each user’s data and settings.

**Absolute Security**
To keep every endpoint secure, you need to apply strict security configuration management across all endpoints at all times—no exceptions.

**Total Automation**
To migrate rapidly with an efficient staff, you need to automate everything from zero-touch software deployment to end-user engagement to post-deployment servicing.
The four key components of the Windows 10 Accelerator Program

**OneSite**
Distribute Windows 10 software and updates across the enterprise rapidly and without the need for a complex IT infrastructure.

**Client Health**
Automate Windows 10 security configuration management, corporate policy compliance, and endpoint health.

**Microsoft MVP Training and Guides**
Get your team deployment-ready with hours of video training and guides created for Adaptiva by leading Windows 10 experts.

**Windows 10 Community Tools**
Leverage best-in-class tools for automated BIOS to UEFI conversion, application migration, software license management, and more.
Unlike vendors who require you to purchase multiple products, the Adaptiva Windows 10 Accelerator Program is an ecosystem that covers all phases of Windows 10 adoption:

**Plan & Test**
- Compatibility – App, Driver & Hardware
- App Rationalization Mapping
- Employee Communication Plan
- Windows 10 IT Team Training
- Infrastructure Architecture
- Security Design Plan

**Deploy**
- App Rationalization Automation
- BIOS to UEFI Migration
- Security Features Enablement
- Employee Training
- Windows 10 P2P
- Zero-touch Deployment
- User Self-Scheduling

**Maintain**
- Windows OS Health and Security Checks
- Windows 10 Servicing Training
- OSD Image and Related Content Auto-updating
Plan & Test

Careful Windows 10 deployment planning could save your company untold time, money, and productivity. Planning infrastructure correctly prevents build-out delays that could push deployment back by months or years, and ensures you don’t forfeit budget to failed strategies. Checking compatibly and testing processes before deployment ensures a high success rate and protects the business from lost end-user productivity. Great planning also saves admins from spending countless nights and weekends resolving problems that could have been avoided.

The Windows 10 Accelerator program gives you the guidance and resources to plan accurately and thoroughly:

- **Compatibility – App, Driver & Hardware:** Determine exactly which endpoints and apps will run perfectly with Windows 10.
- **App Rationalization Mapping:** Consolidate your approved software list to leave non-standard software behind, improving security while reducing licensing costs.
- **Employee Communication Plan:** Inform and engage your workforce early to guide them through a smooth transition.
- **Windows 10 IT Team Training:** Get smart about all phases of deployment quickly, with custom training from Microsoft MVPs Johan Arwidmark and Mikael Nystrom.
- **Architect Infrastructure:** Build the most efficient infrastructure possible by laying out your architecture visually and documenting it thoroughly.
- **Win 10 Security Design Plan:** Protect your people and your company by leveraging advanced security features in the best configuration for each endpoint.

The Windows 10 Accelerator program helps your company ensure a smooth migration through carefully planning and testing.
Deploy

When you do zero-touch Windows 10 deployment right, you give the gift of uninterrupted productivity to users, IT staff, and the business. By perfecting deployment sequences, you minimize failures—potentially saving hours of IT staff time on each system that needs manual resolution. By training users and involving them in scheduling, you empower them to do their jobs well before, during, and after the migration.

The Windows 10 Accelerator Program helps IT pros succeed by facilitating:

- **App Rationalization Automation**: Automatically replace non-standard apps with approved ones during migration, keeping employees current and secure.
- **BIOS to UEFI Migration**: Automatically convert systems from legacy BIOS to UEFI, making it easy to protect your organization with advanced secure features.
- **Security Features Enablement**: Select and enable the best security features in the optimal configuration for each individual endpoint.
- **Employee Training**: Teach users how to do their job well ahead of migration so when they boot up in Windows 10 they won’t lose work time or flood the help desk.
- **Windows 10 P2P Zero-touch Deployment**: Deploy remotely without server infrastructure or on-site staff using the P2P technology embraced by the Fortune 500.
- **User Self-Scheduling**: Maintain business operations and employee satisfaction by giving users some control over the timing of their individual migration.

The Windows 10 Accelerator Program assembles the deployment technology, tools, and training you need to protect your company’s bottom line.
You must keep endpoints up to date and correctly configured to protect your organization from security breaches. Malware, ransomware, data breaches, and other cyberattacks can be financial and public relations disasters. Two of the biggest attacks of 2017—the WannaCry ransomware and Equifax breach—could have been prevented by applying basic software patches available months beforehand. In addition to Windows 10 Servicing and third-party patching, you need to constantly update endpoints to comply with ever-changing security configurations and policies.

The Windows 10 Accelerator program speeds and automates your ongoing Windows 10 maintenance with tools, technologies, and training that include:

- **Windows OS health and security checks**: Automatically verify that endpoints comply with your company’s Windows 10 security policy, and instantly remediate any deviations.
- **Windows 10 Servicing Training**: Learn how to do Windows 10 servicing right with training developed specifically for Adaptiva by TrueSec experts.
- **OSD image and related content auto-updating**: Simplify ongoing Windows 10 servicing with efficient, automatic distribution and update of content around the globe.

With the Windows 10 Accelerator program you can make sure your systems are up to date and meet you company’s security standards, whether it’s a thousand endpoints or a million.
Learn More

The Windows 10 Accelerator Program is the fastest and most complete deployment solution available to enterprises. OneSite runs on millions of devices in the largest companies in the world, and has been successfully deploying Windows 10 at massive scale since 2015. This program covers everything from initial training for IT through every aspect of planning, deployment, security, and ongoing maintenance.

To learn more about the Windows 10 Accelerator Program, ask for a demo customized to your unique needs.
About Adaptiva

Adaptiva is a leading, global provider of modern endpoint management and security solutions. The company’s peer-to-peer technology products, including OneSite™ and Client Health™, empower enterprise IT teams to manage and secure endpoints with unparalleled speed and at massive scale. Adaptiva is self-funded, highly profitable, growing at a rapid rate. Leading global Fortune 1000 organizations, including T-Mobile, Nokia, HSBC, Adidas, Walgreens, the U.S. Department of Defense, and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, use Adaptiva products to eliminate the need for a vast IT infrastructure and automate countless endpoint management tasks. Learn more at www.adaptiva.com, and follow the company at LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.